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1.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to define the procedure
for determining the uniformity of film plane illumination
(field irradiance) of the Hasselblad cameras.
The data source shall consist of photographs, with X-Y
scans being taken for indication only. The accuracy
requirement is 2.00.
2.0 APPLICATION
This document is applicable to all Hasselblad lens field
irradiance tests unless otherwise specified. All data
and comments are to be recorded on the Data Sheet, Part
II (see Table 4-1). All testing shall be verified by
Government inspection.
3.0 TEST EQUIPMENT
The following equipment is utilized in the determination
of field irradiance. (See Figure 3-1 for an illustration
of the test setup.)
* Photometer, Gamma Model 2020, S/N 793
0 Photomultiplier, Gamma Model 2020-1, S/N 784
* Automatic Photometer Scan, NASA No. 86684
oe Hasselblad Mounting Fixture
• Beck Hemisphere, S/N 002
* TL700 Research Radiometer, S/N 84
* Variac
* IL700 Detector, PT171C, S/N 86
* Power Source, NASA No. 36129 (DC Power Supply)
* Shutter Release Box
* Fiber Optic Probe with Cosine Adapter (.016" Salisbury
cap attached)
4..0 TEST PROCEDURE
4.1 Equipment Setup
4.1.1 Record test equipment and test article part number (P/N)
and/or serial number (S/N) on the Data Sheet, Part II.
4.1.2 Verify that test equipment is operational.
4.2 Calibration Procedure
4.2.1 Mount the camera and lens on the Hasselblad mounting
fixture.
i0
TO BE PROVIDED z >
c.
* r ?
jlFIGURE 3-1 FIELD I RADIANCE TEST SETUP
I,
FIGURE 3-I FIELD IRRADIANCE TEST SETUP
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4..2.2 Verify that the mounting fixture is in correct orientation
(i.e., the b'ottom thumbscrews shall be all the way up so
that the camera is vertical).
4.2.3 Set Variac to re.quired voltage. Ver-ify with the 1L700
photometer. Record data on the Data Sheet.
4.2.4 Open the camera shutter.
4.2.5 Put the X-Y scanner into manual control and check the
X-Y scan plane manually.
NOT: TH'I MAIN DATA SOURCE CONSISTS OF
PHOTOGRAPIIS. THE X-Y SCAN TS FOR
INDICATION ONLY.
4.2.6 With the X-Y scanner in manual control, define the
following:
* X-start position
* Increment size of X
* Number of increments in X
* Y-start position
* Increment size of Y
* Number of increments in Y
Record information on Data Sheet, Part I.
4.2.7 Ch'cck for photometer and set it to a range of 100 + 5
by varying the HV adjust.
4.2.8 Set F/number to the largest aperture. Record on Data
Sheet, Part I.
4.2.9 Run X-Y scan as per the parameters derived in Paragraph
4.2.6.
4.2.10 Repeat Step 4.2.6 for the center veritcal scan of film plane.
4.2.11 Remove fiber probe assembly and install magazine con-
taining type 3400 film.
4.2.12 Turn off scanner and close camera shutter.
4.2.13 Set the camera to the largest f/number (smallest numerical
setting). Record on Data Sheet, Part I.
4.2.14 Set exposure time to matrix value for largest f/number
(smallest numerical setting). Record on Data Sheet,
Part I.
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4.2.15 Open the camera shutter.
4.:2.16 Take three data frames and blank two.
4.2.17 Set the lens to the next f/number until all f/numbers
below f/16 have been completed. Record on Data Sheet,
Part I. When all f/numbers below f/16 have been com-
pleted, go to Paragraph 4.2.19.
4.2.18 Repeat Paragraphs 4.2.14 through 4.2.17.
4.2.19 Place the second lens on the camera and repeat Para-
graphs 4.2.13 and all following steps. With the second
lens on the camera, repeat Paragraphs 4.2.2 through
4.2.10.
4.2.20 Turn off all test equipment.
4.2.21 Remove Hasselblad camera from calibration setup.
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TABLE 4-1
DATA SHEET FOR
FIELD IRRADIANCE
PART I - CHECKOUT
PARA DESCRIPT ION INSPECTIONREF
4.1.1 P/N's and/or S/N's of the test equipment recorded
on Part II of the Data Sheet
4.1.2 Equipment is operational.
4.2.1 Camera and lens are mounted on the Hasselblad
mounting fixture.
4.2.2 The Hasselblad mounting fixture is in correct
orientation (i.e., the camera is vertical).
4.2.3 The Variac is set to the following voltage and
verified with the IL700 photometer
4.2.4 The camera shutter is open.
4.2.5 The X-Y scanner is in manual control.
The X-Y scan plane is checked manually.
4.2.6 The X-Y scanner is in manual control.
The following are defined:
9 X-start position:
* Increment size of X:
* Number of increments in X:
9 Y-start position:
* Increment size of Y:
* Number of increments in Y:
4.2.7 The photometer is checked and set to a range of
100 +5 by varying the HV adjust.
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TABLE 4-1 (CONT'D)
PART I - CHECKOUT
PARA DESCRIPTION INSPIECI 1ON
RE F
4.2.8 The f/number is set to the largest aperture as
follows:
4.2.9 The X-Y scan is run using the parameters defined
in Paragraph 4.2..6 of the Data Sheet, Part I.
4.2.10 Repeat Step 4.2.6 for the center verical scan of
film plane.
4.2.11 The fiber probe assembly is removed.
Magazine containing type 3400 file is installed.
4.2.12 Scanner is turned off.
Camera shutter is closed.
4.2.13 The f/number is set to the largest f/number
(smallest numerical setting) as follows:
4.2.14 Exposure time is set to matrix value for largest
f/number (smallest numerical setting) as follows:
4.2.15 The camera shutter is open.
4.2.16 Three data frames are taken.
Two data frames are blanked.
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TABLE 4-1 -(CONT'D)
PART I - CHECKOUT
PARA DESCRIPTION INSPECTION
RE F
4.2. 1 The lens is set to the next f/number until 1ll
f/numbers below f/16 are completed. The f/numbers
used are as follows:
Upon completing all f/numbers below f/16, the
steps in Paragraph 4.2.19 are performed.
4.2.18 Steps in Paragraph 4.2.14 through 4.2.17 are
performed as follows:
A. Paragraph 4.2.14. Exposure time is set to
matrix value for largest (smallest numerical
setting) f/number as follows:
0.
B. Paragraph 4.2.15. The camera shutter is
open.
C. Paragraph 4.2.16. Three data frames are
taken. Two data frames are blanked.
D. Paragraph 4.2.17. The lens is set to the
next f/number until all f/numbers below
f/16 are completed. The f/numbers used are
as follows:
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TABLE 4-1 - (CONT'D)
PART I CHECKOUT
PIARA DESCRIPTION INSPECTION
R E, F
4.2.19 The second lens is placed on the camera and steps
described in Paragraphs 4.2.13 through 4.2.17j are
performed.
A. Paragraph 4.2.13.. The f/number is set to the
largest f/number (smallest numerical setting)
as follows:
B. Paragraph 4.2.14. Exposure time is set to
matrix value for largest f/number (smallest
numerical setting) as follows:
C. Paragraph 4.2.15. The camera shutter is open.
D. Paragraph 4.2.16. Three data frames are taken.
Two data frames are blanked.
Fi. Paragraph 4.2.17. The lens is set to the next
T7number until all f/numbers below f/16 have
been used. The f/numbers used are as follows:
If.the second lens is already on the .camera,
the steps described in Paragraphs 4.2.2 through
4.2.10 are performed as follows:
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TABLE 4-1 (CONT'D)
PART I- CHECKOUT
PARA D1SCR. PT ION I NSPECTION
4.2.19 1. Paragraph 4.2..2. The Hasselblad mounting
(Contid) 7ixture is in correct orientation (i.e.,
the camera is vertical).
2. Paragraph 4.2.3. The Variac is set to the
following voltage and verified with the
1L700 photometer.
3. Paragraph 4.2.4. The camera shutter is open
4. Paragraph 4.2.5. The X-Y scanner is in
manual control.
The X-Y scanner is checked manually.
5. Paragraph 4.2.6. The X-Y scanner is in
manual control.
The following are defined:.
e X-start position:
* Increment size of X:
* Number of increments in X:
* Y-start position:
* Increment size of Y:
* Number of increments in Y:
6. Paragraph 4.2.7. -The photometer is checked
and set to a range 6f 100 +5 by varying the
llV adjust.
7. Paragraph 4.2.8. The f/number is set to the
largest aperture as follows:
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TABLE 4-1 (CONT'D)
PART I- CHECKOUT
'ARA DIESCRIPT ION INS C '1 TION
4.2.19 8. Paragraph 4.2.9. The X-Y scan is run using
(Cont'd) the parameters defined in Paragraph 4.2.6
*of the data sheet.
9. Paragraph 4.2.10. Repeat Step 4.2.6 for
the center vertical scan of film plane.
4.2.20 All test equipment is turned off.
4.2.21 Hasselblad camera is removed from calibration
setup.
PARA ADDITIONAL STEPS REQUIRED BY TPS INSPECTION
REF (WHERE APPLICABLE)
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TABLE 4-1 (CONT'D)
PART IIT - EQUIPMENT TD/DATA RECORDITNG
TEST EQUIPMENT S/N P/N TEST ARTICLE S/N P/N
Photometer, Gamma
Model 2020
Photomultiplier,
Gamma Model 2020-1
Automatic Photometer
U Scan, NASA No. 86684
Hasselblad Mounting
) Fixture
Beck Hemisphere
IL700 Research
Radiometer
Variac
IL700 Detector,
PT171C
IPower Source, NASA
W No. 36129
_ 
Shutter Release.Box
Fiber Optic Probe
with Cosine Adapter
U (cap attached)
NO. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. IL700 CHECK OF. HEMISPHERE
9 Variac set at volts
* IL700
---Function
---Suppression
---Range
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TAIHI -I ( CONT' I))
PART II - EQUIPMENT ID/DATA RECOPDING
NO. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. -- Sensitivity factor
ont 'dontd Variac I700 x 10
NO. REMARKS
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TABLE 4-1 (CONT'D)
PART II - lQUIPMENT ID/DATA RECORDING
TEST EQUIPMENT S/N P/N TEST ARTICLE S/N P/N
Photomcter, Gamma
Model. 2020
Photomultiplier,
Gamma Model 2020-1
Automatic Photometer
u Scan, NASA No. 86684
llassclblad Mounting
(n Fixture
Beck Hemisphere
11,700 Research
Radiometer
Variac
1L700 Detector,
PT171. C
Power Source,. NASA
No. 36129.
Shutte.r Release Box
Fiber Optic Probe
with Cosine Adapter
(cap attached)
NO. ADDITIONAL INF:ORIiATION
1. 1L700 CHlECK OF HEMISPHERE
* Variac set at volts
* 11,700
--- Function
--- Suppression
--- Range
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TABLE 4 - 1. (CONT' D)
PART II - EQUIPMENT ID/DATA RECORDING
NO. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. -- Sensitivity' factor
ont'!-9ont Variac IL700 x 1.0
NO. REMARKS
